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Harried, hurried, and hungry? Three experienced cooks share their unique method for saving time

and money by planning and cooking meals ahead. 100,000 copies sold!
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What I like about this cookbook is the recipes have you freeze the dish before cooking it. For me,

what I don't like about some of the other OAMC (once a month cooking) cookbooks is they have

you cook it first, then freeze and when you unthaw it it's mush. This cookbook has you assemble all

the ingredients first, freeze it and then day of serving you thaw and cook. Very much the same as

dream dinners.com. (without the hefty price tag). Have loved the cranberry chicken, chicken

cacciatore and the buttermilk herb chicken breasts. We eat mostly chicken but there are beef, pork

and even desserts recipes. Serving suggestions are offered though not as many as I'd like. Very

good cookbook, worthy investment and I don't give my praise lightly.

The book is well laid out, the format easy to read and explained in great detail. However, the first

recipe I tried called for sour cream to be added to the ingredients prior to freezing, didn't specify to

thaw the recipe, and was designed for the crock-pot. Well, everything my mother taught me about,

"Don't freeze sour cream because it will separate," and "Don't put sour cream in the crock-pot until

the last 30 minutes or it will curdle," it turns out Mom was right! It began with the recipe not going

into the crock-pot properly, because it wasn't thawed. Once it was finished thawing, it was

separated and watery, and by the end of the cooking time in the crock-pot, what wasn't soupy was



curdled. Smelled great, but I couldn't get the sauce to come back together. I'm not giving up on the

book yet, but be warned - listen to your instincts! If something sounds wrong, try to see if there is a

way for you to adapt it to work around the problem! Also, I would recommend what I am doing - I am

making all of the recipes that sound good or interesting for the smallest amount first, so if we don't

like it, I'm not stuck with several containers of it in the freezer! Good luck to everyone who buys the

book!

I'm a pre-clinical medical student, and often don't have time to mess around with dinner when I get

home, especially during exam times. Using this book, I've been able to eat really well on the one

night's worth of cooking I did at the beginning of the semester! I tried the spinach lasagna and beef

stroganoff recipes this time around, and have been really happy with both of them. I find that I want

to alter the recipes a little bit, but I think that has more to do with my needs and tastes than any

problem with the recipes themselves.The other nice thing is that this is one of the few cookbooks I

have been able to adapt as far as portion size without any trouble at all. I am single and end up

cooking for myself. With this cookbook, that's no problem. I froze the lasagnas into smaller pans

(and then took them out, thank you for that technique!!) for a dinner and lunch leftovers helping, and

portioned out the stroganoff into single-serving sizes as well. No wasted food and no headaches.

Fantastic!I also made this whole batch of food (which included a fair amount besides these two

recipes) from one shopping excursion of about $100. I haven't had to go grocery shopping to any

substantial degree in a month, other than for salad greens, cat food, noodles, or that last minute ice

cream craving. This is VERY nice for both my financial budget and my time budget!All in all, I credit

this book for saving me some serious time, money, and stress. I'm going to end up taking what I

learn in making these recipes up to freeze and applying them to my other favorite recipes, too,

which just makes it doubly valuable as far as I'm concerned.

This cookbook is the best freezer cookbook out there. The receipes are easy and kid friendly (a plus

in my house)plus they are easy to adapt to your own tastes. I easily made 15 meat based dinners in

less than 3 hours. A plus to this book over others is that many of the recipes are simply assembled

and then cooked on serving day which I prefer to cooking and then thawing/reheating which can

degrade the texture of many foods. I would recommend this cookbook to anyone looking to start

freezer cooking or those looking for new and good recipes

Say goodbye to boring recipes. This book as an amazing variety of entres, and many have a



gourmet taste and appearance without bizarre, hard-to-find ingredients.The best things about this

book:1) A very practical freezer method using bags instead of baking dishes or plastic containers.

By using the freezer bags and "flash freezing" the food into various, stackable shapes, you can

maximize your freezer space and make cooking or reheating the food easier later.2)The majority of

the dishes aren't cooked at all until after you defrost them. This makes them taste incredibly fresh

on the day you serve them. You simply assemble them before hand, then freeze them in order to

cook them later.3) This method of cooking definitely saves time. By preparing multiple meals at

once, you dramatically reduce your overall preparation time. Furthermore, you've got the

convenience of getting a meal out of your freezer the night before, letting it defrost in your fridge,

and then simply letting the oven do the cooking or reheating while you tend to your children, chores,

or work.4) Buying "loss leaders" on sale at the grocery store and cooking them in bulk really does

save money!5) The variety of recipes.6) The flexibility. The author encourages you to change up the

recipes according to your family's tastes and package them according to your family's size.The

worst things about this book:1) It should be spiral bound so it can lie flat.2) I'm a lover of free-range,

grass-fed, antibiotic-free, hormone-free meats. Finding my type of meat on sale is rare, and buying it

already cut (i.e. chicken breasts) is usually never cheap. Most of the chicken recipes call for breasts.

A few can be adapted to use shredded chicken (what I've got if I buy the chicken whole from

farmers), but most cannot. Perhaps I should just learn how to properly butcher a chicken.
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